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This past February, prestiQe skin care teams across

the country received a harsh wake-up call in the
form of a rare challenge to the status guo. Clinique

Dramatically Different Moisturizing Lotion, the box

office champ since NPD began tracking department
store treatment sales in 1992 was nudged out of the
top facial skin care slot.

By a stretch mark cream.
From a company no one had ever heard of.

StriVectin-SD not only crossed product

categories from body to face, it crossed retail
channels, too. Launched by Salt Lake City-based
"weight loss and life-enhancements" manufacturer
Klein-Becker USA in August 2OO2, StriVectin found

its initial home in the pregnancy care section of
GNC, the vitamin retailer. But after company execs

discovered its true calling as an antiwrinkle cream,

it was relaunched with a blizzard of advertising in

February 2003.

A few months later; the product hit department
and specialty stores, priced at Sl35 for a 6-ounce
tube. Nordstrom led the charge, with others,
including Bloomingdale's, Saks, Macy's, Sephora,

Lord & Taylor and Parisian, quickly following.
Amid all the derm-brand hoopla, not to mention

the solid successes in skin care among prestige's

Big Three (i.e., Estde Laudel Clinique and

Lanc6me), the fact that StriVectin slid right under
the industry radar and hit big is especially telling.
Clearly, like Ugg boots or the latest handbag to sail

down the Vuitton runway, there is room for the
random super-mega skin care item. lt's just that it
doesn't happen that often. Not since Crdme de la
Mer has a potion stirred up such a frenzy. And that
one was literally based on rocket science.

Unlike the aforementioned Uggs, however,

StriVectin's appeal is holding steady. Per NPD, as of
press time, StriVectin has maintained its ranking as

the unit sales leader in treatment. (Clinique is
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expected to rally back this spring, though, with the
launch of Dramatically Different Moisturizing Lotion
in a new pump version. When combined with the
traditional packaging, the item is expected to regain

its number-one spot.)

But for now, a hit is a hit. "l keep waiting for
sales to die down and they just haven't," says one

national retaileI who spoke on the condition of
anonymity. "Business has been outstanding. I don't
want to go up against these numbers next year."

Howard Kreitzman, vice president of cosmetics

and fragrance for Bloomingdale's, is also pleased

with the results of StriVectin since its mid-March
debut there. "lt's doing well," he says. "This is
a different type of venture for us because we deal
primarily with the major cosmetics companies.

But l'd characterize Klein-Becker as previously

small; it's a whole different world for them now."

As an early-adapter on the StriVectin front,
Bliss founder Marcia Kilgore added the minty
cream to her catalogue and spa retail areas back

in March 2003. "What attracted me was the tube,"
she recalls. "lt looked clinical, kind of drugstore,
but in a very upscale way. At that point, we hadn't
seen any claims regarding its miraculous
antiwrinkle properties," Kilgore adds. "We were

sold on it via its anti-stretch mark agenda."

Just how StriVectin morphed from stretch mark

fix to wrinkle decimator is a curious tale-at least

by the corporate beauty world's strict standards. lt
seems test group participants in a pre-launch study
conducted by Klein-Becker took it upon themselves

to use the cream, which was created specifically as

an "intensive repair for existing stretch marks," on

their faces as well as bellies and other body parts.

"The tube wasn't marked clearly enough for
them to tell them that they couldn't use it on their
face," says Gina Gay, vice president of marketing
for Klein-Becker.

Apparently they simply zeroed in on the phrase

"topical application" and didn't concern themselves

with much else. "Some of the women who received

the test batch obviously didn't pay attention to
what they were told as to how to apply it," says

Lou Rinaldi, head of product development. "They

ended up putting it on their face and consistently

using it in that manner. And that's when we got

the feedback that they were getting such positive

results as far as the appearance of wrinkles
was concerned."

StriVectin's main active ingredient is Striadril,
obtained from the plant Siegesbeckia orientalis L.

The cream also contains proprietary oligo-peptides

and pentapeptides. Klein - Becker claims StriVectin
increases the skin's production of collagen,

glycosaminoglycan, fibronectin and elastin, reduces

skin discoloration and decreases the appearance

of wrinkles by up to 68 percent.

Armed with this fresh data, Klein-Becker

embarked on a major ad blitz. The ads themselves,

single- and double-page spreads-carrying the
tantalizing headline "Better Than Botox?"-
are intensely copy-heavy, much more akin to
an advertorial than a prestige beauty ad. But

backed by a big-bucks budget-estimated by

some as close to Sl million per month-the
campaign is considered a huge locomotive in

StriVectin sales.
'Advertising is def initely driving the business,"

says one specialty store retailer. "The 'Better

Than Botox?'tag line is really drawing people in."

As for the un-glam overall vibe of the ads, the
retailer says, "lt's fine. They look like an advertorial.
Not every beauty ad has to feature Carolyn Murphy

in 5100,000 worth of jewelry."

Consumers may be buying into the claim, but
many doctors aren't. Asked to make a presentation

about StriVectin for the last annual meeting of
the American Society for Aesthetic Plastic

Surgeons, Dr. Michael Kane, author of "The Botox

Book," studied the product in great detail. He

found any comparison to Botox-whether implied

or direct-unfounded.
"This cream may make your skin look smoother;

but it doesn't have anything whatsoever to do with
Botox," he says.

Be that as it may, Klein-Becker has clearly

flouted the slow-build credo of prestige beauty. Still,

the company doesn't seem to be grabbing hard at
prestige beauty's brass ring. Aside from continuing
to advertise and increasing distribution, there are

no plans for StriVectin spin-offs. "We do have plans

to develop more cosmetics products," says Gay.

"But whether they'll have to do with the face or not,

I'm not sure." ffi

Smooth
(Operator)
Think it's impossible to create a cult cream these days?
Here's how a virtual unknown in the beauty industry came out
of nowhere to take the department store world by storm.
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